
A couple of years ago, I was trimming out a
living room in walnut and butternut. The place
looked great, except for the metal baseboard-
radiator covers. They looked obnoxious. I de-
cided that before I wrapped up the job, I would
find an attractive way to disguise them.

At home, I thumbed through George
Nakashima's book, The Soul of a Tree (Kodan-
sha International, New York, NY; 1988), and dis-
covered that Mr. Nakashima felt the same way
I do: His baseboard radiators were covered
with wood.

So I started researching the subject and exper-.
imenting with different ways to assemble radia-
tor covers. I came up with some simple design
and joinery solutions to camouflage both short
and long radiators.

We don't want it to catch fire—Safety was
my first concern. I got a tech sheet from my
plumber that details the spacing needed for air
to circulate properly. Basically, you need 1 in.
of clearance at both the top and bottom of the
front piece.

I keep the clearance between the radiator fins
and the wooden cover the same as it is between
the fins and the front of the existing metal cover,
which I remove before I begin installing the
wooden cover.

Baseboard-heating units, my plumber told me,
generate between 500 Btus and 600 Btus per lin-
eal foot. This would put the temperature at
about 180°F maximum, which is not high
enough to combust wood. The same holds true
for electric radiators. I leave a -in. gap be-
tween the face piece and the floor, plenty of
room for air circulation and cleaning. The 1-in.
to -in. opening at the top is enough for
warmed air to escape.

I also contacted several hydronic-baseboard-
radiator manufacturers. They told me that the
metal trim they sell with their radiators probably
works better than wood because it reflects heat.
They had never tried wooden covers and could
only speculate they would make the system in-
efficient. They weren't terribly enthusiastic
about my idea, but I understand that selling met-
al covers is part of their business.

Nevertheless, I've built and installed wooden
covers for radiators in entire homes and for units
in rooms that have vaulted ceilings, and I've nev-
er had any problems with heat flow, warmth or
boiler malfunction.

Easy-as-pie construction—A single short radi-
ator run can be covered with just five pieces of
wood: the two ends, the top, the face piece and
a screw block or ledger strip for attaching the
cover to the wall. Runs of more than one radia-
tor are merely extended from the end piece of



the last run. I use dowels to make that connec-
tion, but biscuits would work just as well. If the
cover is 8 ft. or more in length, I screw a block,
or leg, to the back of the face piece in the mid-
dle to support it.

Joinery can be as simple as drywall screws
and plugs. I've used dowels and biscuits, or I
can dress up the top by dovetailing the ends
(photo facing page).

I keep the styling simple. I first cut a -in. by
4-in. piece of wood for the top and a -in. by
5-in. or 6-in. piece for the face, both in whatever
length is needed to cover the radiator. The end
pieces are -in. thick stock. I cut either in.
for regular units or 10 in. for high-rise models.
The top rests on the back of the metal cover,
which I leave in place. The front piece should
clear the radiator fins by in.

To fasten the cover to the wall, I install a screw
block or ledger strip to the back of the top piece.
I put an extension on my cordless screwdriver
and, extending it through the gap between the
front piece and the top, screw through the
ledger strip and into the studs.

If I dovetail the cover, I generally use three
dovetails spaced equally across the top (for
more on cutting dovetails, see FHB #103, p. 66).
I either dowel the face piece to the sides or
screw the pieces together and plug the holes.

If I'm going to screw the pieces together, I sim-
ply predrill and countersink the holes, drive the
screws and plug the holes. I make my own plugs
and usually install them so that the grain in the
plug is perpendicular to the piece being
plugged. I think this adds a nice custom look.

Edged hardwood plywood keeps down
costs—For the face piece of the cover, I typically
use solid wood. But to cut costs, I use plywood
and shop-made bullnose trim for the top and
the end pieces. This eliminates a lot of sanding,
and the bullnose trim, which I mill on my
shaper, covers the plywood edges.

I made a jig for marking the screw holes
through which I attach the top and face pieces
to the ends. The jig is a block of -in. plywood
with stops nailed in an L-shape to two sides. I
set the piece to be marked on the jig, which has
the screw holes predrilled in it, and I push an
awl through the holes in the jig to mark the spots
on the piece where I will put screws.

I dress up the long face piece of the cover by
ripping bevels on the top and bottom edges (I
set my table-saw blade at 20°). Once the units
are assembled, I finish them with a clear water-
proof lacquer or polyurethane.

Joinery need not be complicated. Durable wood covers for baseboard radiators can be as-
sembled with biscuits, or screwed and plugged. The end of each piece will accommodate a single
#20 biscuit. Two drywall screws into the top and two into the beveled face piece will make a
sturdy connection.
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